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Attend and Imagine: Multi-Label Image
Classification With Visual Attention and

Recurrent Neural Networks
Fan Lyu , Qi Wu , Fuyuan Hu , Qingyao Wu , and Mingkui Tan

Abstract—Real images often have multiple labels, i.e., each
image is associated with multiple objects or attributes. Compared
to single-label image classification, the multilabel classification
problem is much more challenging due to several issues. At
first, multiple objects can be anywhere in the image. Second, the
importance of different regions in an image is different, and the
regions of interest in a multilabel image can be very different
from another one. Finally, multiple labels of an image can have
label dependencies due to complex image structures. To address
these challenges, in this paper, we propose to predict the labels
sequentially by applying the recurrent neural networks (RNNs),
which are used to encode the label dependencies. When predicting
a specific label, we introduce a dynamic attention mechanism to
enable the model to focus on only regions of interest in the image.
Two benchmark datasets (i.e., Pascal VOC and MS-COCO) are
adopted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our work. Moreover, we
construct a new dataset, which includes many semantic dependent
labels in each image, to verify the effectiveness of our model.
Experimental results show that our method outperforms several
state-of-the-arts, especially when predicting some semantic relative
labels.

Index Terms—Multi-label classification, visual attention, deep
learning, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN).
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I. INTRODUCTION

DURING the past few years, thanks to the development
of learning theory [1]–[3] and the availability of large-

scale datasets like ImageNet [4], significant progress has been
made in the task of single-label image classification [5]–[10],
where each image is associated with one label only. However,
in the real world, what we usually see are multi-label images,
where each image contains more than one objects or multiple
semantic tags. For example, images from the social media and
news usually contain fruitful semantic tags.

In this paper, we construct a new image dataset, called BNID
(Breaking News Image Dataset), whose images are all from
breaking news. In Fig. 1(a), we show some examples of multi-
label images from BNID, whilst in Fig. 1(b), we show some ex-
amples of single-label image from ImageNet. Obviously, from
Fig. 1(a), the multi-label images are more complicated than
single-label images. Specifically, for the single-label images,
there is only one primary object (namely one label), which, how-
ever, is not possible in many practical applications. Moreover,
the object often covers the whole image or lies around the center.

On the contrary, for multi-label images, following issues are
observed. At first, they usually contain multiple objects, each of
which is associated with one or more labels. Secondly, the mul-
tiple objects do not have an explicitly aligned foreground, and
the multiple objects in an image can lie anywhere. This implies
that the importance of different regions of an image is differ-
ent, and the regions of interest in one multi-label image can be
very different from another one. Third, for a specific kind of ob-
jects (such as person), they can have different sizes in different
images, which further increases the difficulties of multi-label
image learning. At last, for the multiple targets (or labels) in an
image, they usually have some dependencies among each other
[11]–[13]. For example, a ship will likely appear along with
water. This kind of label correlation is not necessarily consid-
ered in single-label classification. As a result, directly applying
single-label methods on the multi-label image classification is
not helpful [14]–[17].

A lot of efforts have been made to handle the multi-label im-
age classification problem [18]. Traditional methods can be di-
vided into two categories—problem transformation based meth-
ods [19]–[26] and algorithm adaptation based methods [27]–
[32]. Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [5]
based approaches have dominated this area. For example, Gong
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Fig. 1. The comparison between single-label images and multi-label images.
(a) Multi-label image has more than one objects in one image. (b) The only
object in the single-label image is always full of the image and aligned center.
The objects in it can be anywhere, random size and may have some correlations.

et al. [14] compare several multi-label loss functions and find
that a significant performance gain could be obtained by using a
top-k ranking objective function. Sharif et al. [15] use CNN to
extract features and put them in an SVM to classify the relevant
labels. Wei et al. [17] extract some hypotheses from source
image and train them using a pre-trained CNN model.

The aforementioned approaches, however, do not consider
the label dependencies, thus they are difficult to model the cor-
relations among labels or objects. Recently, Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) have been proved to be powerful to model the
sequence correlations in machine translation [33]–[35]. Wang
et al. [36] propose a unified CNN-RNN framework, which
utilizes RNN to learn both the semantic redundancy and the
co-occurrence dependency among labels. Jin et al. [37] take
a similar idea but pay more attention to the annotation length.
Liu et al. [38] pre-train a CNN model and a RNN model sepa-
rately. In general, these methods predict the labels sequentially.
When predicting each label at each time step, however, they
often use the same global image as the input. That is to say, the
whole image is used as input when predicting a specific label.
However, for practical multi-label images, they are often very
complicated and one particular label is often related to one re-
gion of the image. Therefore, directly using the whole image
as the input to each label may hamper the performance. For ex-
ample, as shown in Fig. 3, the multi-label images have multiple
concerned regions, but most of them are relevant to one label
only. Therefore, when predicting one specific label in a step of
RNN, it is useless to consider other irrelevant regions.

The attention mechanism has been used in the machine trans-
lation, image captioning and visual question answering [33],
[39]–[42]. In particular, attention mechanism can be viewed
as a feature selection strategy [43], [44] which can be used to
foucs on the useful information and ignore the redundancies. In
multi-label classification, we can regard the label as a sequence,
however, which is denser than the sentence in real context (for
a sentence, it usually has inherent syntactic structure and a lot
of qualifiers). To this end, in this paper, we propose an attention
based method that allows the model to attend on some particular

regions only when predicting the label at each time step. Unlike
the attention based method in machine translation and image
captioning, our model considers a continuous transformation of
the attentive area at each step. We note in [45], Zhu et al. pro-
posed a similar method called Spatial Regularization Network,
but they care more about how to regularize the spatial informa-
tion with the weighted attention. We follow the encoder-decoder
pattern, which is popular in machine translation and image cap-
tioning. In the encoder, we extract certain features from a lower
convolutional layer of a pre-trained CNN. In the decoder, we
first initialize LSTM with the extracted features. Then, at each
time step, we compute a dynamic context by using the attention
mechanism and inject the context into LSTM. Moreover, to pre-
vent LSTM from forgetting the whole image in the propagation,
we also remind our model every step by merging a higher level
feature from the image with LSTM. We evaluate our model
on two popular multi-label datasets, i.e., Pascal VOC and MS-
COCO, and our own dataset BNID. We compare our model
with several state-of-the-art multi-label classification methods.
Experimental results show that our method achieves better per-
formance. We also visualize our attended regions and the results
show that the model can learn to focus on the related parts of
the images during predicting specific labels.

In the rest of paper, we first discuss the related works in
Section II. In Section III, we will illustrate the details of our
model. Then, we will show our experimental setting and com-
pare our method with some other current start-of-the-art meth-
ods in Section IV. Lastly, we will give a brief conclusion about
our work in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

A lot of efforts have been made in multi-label classifica-
tion before the popularity of CNN. The traditional methods
can be regard as the problem transformation and algorithm
adaptation categories [18], [46]. The common problem trans-
formation methods, which transform multi-label problem into
multiple single-label problems, contain Binary Relevance (BR)
[19], Classifier Chains (CC) [20], [21], Calibrated Label Rank-
ing [22], Label Powerset (LP) [23], [24] and their variants.
While the algorithm adaptation methods use some traditional
algorithms to adapt data such as Multi-Label k-Nearest Neigh-
bor (ML-kNN) [27], Multi-Label Decision Tree (ML-DT) [28],
Ranking Support Vector Machine (Rank-SVM) [29], Collec-
tive Multi-Label Classifier (CML) [30] and their variants. Re-
cently, the approaches based on Neural Network have made
great progress on this problem. In the following part, we will
focus on reviewing some of these works.

A. CNN Multi-Label

CNN can be directly applied on the multi-label image clas-
sification problem, such as [14]–[17], [26]. We call this kind
of methods CNN Multi-label. Gong et al. [14] combine top-k
ranking objectives with a CNN architecture to tackle this prob-
lem. By defining a weight function for pair-wised ranking labels,
they minimize the loss function so that positive labels are ranked
higher than negative ones.
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Fig. 2. The schematic of the proposed architecture. The encoder CNN extracts featurecon v and featuref c from the final convolutional layer and the final
fully-connected layer, respectively. For each step of LSTM, we use the hidden state and featurecon v to compute the dynamic attentive context zt , which is
described in Section III-C detailedly. We also merge the image embedding computed from featuref c with the output of LSTM every step.

Fig. 3. Examples of multi-label images with multiple regions.

Wei et al. [17] provide a regional solution that allows pre-
dicting labels independently at the regional level. They use
Binarized Normed Gradients (BING) [47] to generate object
proposals and further send them into a CNN to compute multi-
class scores. A max-pooling operation is applied to obtain final
classification results. Yang et al. [48] propose a two-stream
fully convolutional network that utilizes the readily available
privileged bags, instead of hard-to-obtain privileged instances,
making the system more general and practical in real world
applications. These region-based methods seek to fine-tune the
pre-trained model that is trained on other large-scale datasets.
Then, they extract many regions from the image and feed them
into the previously trained model. The output of each region is
filtered by a max-pooling operation.

To extract regions from images, previous studies always use
the existing region proposal extraction algorithms and their pre-
extracted regions, for example BING [47], Objectness Measure
[49], Multiscale Combinatorial Grouping (MCG) [50], etc. By
bringing extra regional information of images into the model,
the region proposal based methods have improved the vanilla
CNN Multi-label to some extent. However, they have several
drawbacks. First, they often spend ten more times of computa-
tional time to process each image due to the consideration of the
extra regional information. Moreover, the existing region pro-
posal based algorithms are also difficult to train, which makes
it consume more time to extract regions from one image. This

kind of methods forces the model to see some specified rect-
angular parts of the image, which is close to our approach. In
fact, our method is significantly different from it. We list several
principal different aspects as follows: 1) Our method has a dy-
namic attention mechanism, which can be learned by the model
itself, but the region-based methods require the external object
proposal algorithm that is learned separately; 2) The shape of
the attention learned by our method can be various regarding
to the label, while it must be a rectangle in the region-based
methods; 3) Our method can be trained end-to-end.

B. CNN-RNN

Directly applying CNN to the multi-label classification can
only make use of the stereotyped noisy image information,
which is much insufficient. The correlations among labels, an
important type of information, are ignored by the above meth-
ods. Recently, Wang et al. [36] utilizes CNN to extract im-
age features and RNN to model the correlations among labels.
These methods can be categorized as the CNN-RNN Multi-
label method. The CNN-RNN based method benefits by the
development of image captioning [39], [51]–[53]. It follows
the encoder-decoder design pattern, which is from the machine
translation [33]–[35]. A CNN module is always set as the en-
coder, which encodes an image into a fix length vector. Then,
the vector is fed into an RNN module and decoded into a se-
quence of labels. In [36], Wang et al. add together the image
embedding and the output of the LSTM every step, then passes
the combined vector to the final fully connected layer and pre-
dict the current label. Liu et al. [38] regularize the CNN by the
ground truth semantic concepts, then use the prediction to set
the LSTM initial states. Jin et al. [37] propose an architecture
similar to Wang’s and argue that the label order really matters
the performance.

Recently, some researchers apply the attention mechanism
to force RNN to see the concerned parts of the original data
in the machine translation and the image captioning. Bahdanau
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et al. [33] propose a model to search a set of possible positions
while generating the target word. Xu et al. [39] take hard and
soft attention-based methods to generate image descriptions.
You et al. [40] run a set of attribute detectors to get a list of
visual attributes and fuse them into the RNN hidden state.

In CNN-RNN based methods, the labels can be treated as a
denser sequence than a sentence because they has no syntactic
structure and no unnecessary qualifiers. In this paper, we are on
top of this premise and design a dynamic attention mechanism
on multi-label classification, which is much different than the
vanilla CNN-RNN. The attention mechanism does improve the
common CNN-RNN design because it drives the model to focus
some important areas and relates them with every predicated
labels. The proposed method will be shown in Section III.

III. METHOD

A. Problem Definition

Given a set of labeled images X = {x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xL}, where
L is the length of the set, multi-label learning seeks to learn
to predict all the possible labels for each image in X . For the
i-th image xi , we denote the corresponding labels as Y i =
{yi1 ,yi2 , . . . ,yiC }, where yij ∈ RD is a one-hot encoding
vector (binary index vector in a vocabulary), C is the number of
possible labels (or objects) in an image and D is the length of
the label dictionary. Here, the number D is fixed and known in
advance, whilst the number C is unknown and different when
predicting different images. In the traditional methods (such
as [14]–[17]), they often determine the number of labels (i.e.
the number C) based on some threshold or by picking the top-
k ranking labels, where k is a user predefined number. On the
contrary, we will propose a new scheme which seeks to inference
the number C automatically.

B. Overall Architecture

To predict the multiple labels of one image sequentially, we
assume the labels follow some kinds of order. Thus, the labels
can be ordered as a specific sequence

Ỹ i = {ỹi1 , ỹi2 , . . . , ỹiC }, ỹij ∈ RD . (1)

Here, the sequence order can be pre-defined by different rules,
such as the frequency rule and the dependency rule, which is
described detailedly in Section IV-A.

Our overall architecture follows the encoder-decoder design
pattern, which is able to learn a transformation from one rep-
resentation to another. In our framework, we use two kinds of
features. The first kind features, denoted by featureconv =
{a1 ,a2 , . . . ,aN }, are extracted from the final convolutional
layer of a pre-trained CNN, where N denotes the number of re-
gions. Specifically, the features in featureconv are constructed
by a set of convolutional features extracted from local regions
corresponding to different parts of the image. In this way, it helps
the model focus on specific parts of an image and obtain a cor-
respondence between the feature vectors and the original image
patches. That means more structural and positional information
are preserved. The other one is an 4096-D vector featuref c

Fig. 4. An architecture of LSTM with a dynamic attentive context zt .

extracted from the last fully-connected layer, and it contains the
higher level information.

For the RNN decoder, we use the Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) [54], a particular form of RNN. LSTM adds three extra
gates to an RNN neuron: the input gate controls of the input
data it should read; the forget gate controls of the previous state
it should forget; the output gate controls of the current state it
should output. We join a trainable attention zt into LSTM and
we will explain how to obtain that in the next section. Therefore
following [55], the forward passing at step t can be defined as

gt = tanh(W xcyt + W hcht−1 + W zczt + bc), (2)

it = σ(W xiyt + W hiht−1 + W z izt + bi), (3)

f t = σ(W xf yt + W hf ht−1 + W zf zt + bf ), (4)

ot = σ(W xoyt + W hoht−1 + W zozt + bo), (5)

ct = f t � ct−1 + it � gt , (6)

ht = ot � tanh(ct), (7)

where W are trainable weights and yt is the input label em-
bedding in step t. The whole architecture is shown in Fig. 2. In
our architecture, We initialize the LSTM with the mean of the
feature maps:

c0 = Ic

(
1
N

N∑
i=1

ai

)
, (8)

h0 = Ih

(
1
N

N∑
i=1

ai

)
, (9)

where the initial function I can be denoted as a simple Multi-
Layer Perceptron (MLP)

I(x) = tanh(W I x + bI ). (10)

This initialization of parameters is quite important. Yang
et al. [56] consider that the attention mechanism lacks global
modeling abilities in common sequential learning. Initializing
the memory cell and the hidden state in this way helps LSTM
learn the whole non-attentive feature maps and a glance to the
original image.

Note that the image features may be forgot if the LSTM
sequences are too long. To avoid this issue, we remind it at
every step by merging the image embedding from featuref c

with the output of the last LSTM.
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Fig. 5. The computation of zt , which is represented by the “compute context”
block (the green one) in Fig. 2.

C. Visual Attention Model

Our visual attention model uses a dynamic context zt to rep-
resent the relevant part of the image or the attentive feature
maps. The context can be computed with an attention opera-
tion φ. We extract features from the convolutional layer of a
pre-trained VGG-Net [6], then N regions are obtained. For all
regions, we give a positive weight αt = {αt1 , αt2 , . . . , αtN } to
decide which locations are the right attentive places for the next
label. Its element αti is computed by

αti =
exp(eti)∑N

k=1 exp(etk )
, (11)

where

eti = g(ai ,ht−1). (12)

et = {et1 , et2 , . . . , etN } represents the energy of the weight αt .
It reflects the importance of the feature ai as well as the hidden
state ht−1 and decides the next state of LSTM. Therefore, the
LSTM is forced to pay more attention to these regions with
larger weight. In Equation (12), g is a simple MLP.

Then, we can compute the dynamic context zt as follows,

zt = βt · φ({ai},αt) = βt

N∑
i=1

αtiai . (13)

Note that we use the sum of all weighted ai to compute
the expected aligned contexts. In the machine translation, this
model scores the contribution of each inputs when predicting
an output word. However, the sequence of a sentence lies in
the 1-D space, which in the image it is 2-D. Consider this as
shown in Fig. 5, we first compute αt by featureconv and
the previous hidden state ht−1 . Then, with the weight αt , we
can obtain the attentive context zt from featureconv . This
attentive context shows how the weight influence the feature
maps, so we regard their set zt as another special features and
feed them into LSTM as the next input. In a conventional model,
the input of LSTM is usually the label embedding xt , computed
from the ordered label sequence, and the previous hidden state
ht−1 . For convenience, we concatenate the label embedding
and the dynamic context zt as the uniform input of LSTM.
That means for every step of the LSTM’s recurrence, the model
must take the possible area into account and overlook some
unimportant information.

In Equation 13, we also add a selective gate βt to the dynamic
context zt . The gate controls of whether the current attentive
context should consider more about the correlation with the
previous labels. It is computed by the current hidden state:

βt = σ(W βtht−1 + bβt). (14)

To avoid the attention areas over-concentrated on one little point,
we additionally add an attention regular term to the loss function.
Thus, for one training instance (xi , Ỹ i), the loss function can
be written as

L(xi , Ỹ i) = − log(P (Ỹ i |xi)) + λ

N∑
i

(
1 −

T∑
t

αt

)2

,

(15)
where λ is the regular parameter, and the concentrated level is
related to its value. T is the maximal sequence length.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets

We use two popular multi-label datasets to evaluate the per-
formance, i.e., Pascal VOC [57] and Microsoft COCO [58].
Multi-label classification is required in many practical appli-
cations. For example, due to the convenience of the Internet,
millions of news images are uploaded everyday. To this end,
we construct a new dataset—Breaking News Image Dataset
(BNID), collected by us from the Internet.

1) Two Benchmark Datasets: The PASCAL Visual Object
Classes Challenge (Pascal VOC) dataset [57] and Microsoft
COCO (MS-COCO) dataset [58] are two widely used multi-
label classification datasets. Pascal VOC 2007 has 5,011 training
examples and 4,952 testing examples of 20 classes. MS-COCO
dataset [58] has 123,287 images (82,783 training and 40,504
testing examples) of 80 different classes.

2) BNID Dataset: The Breaking News Image Dataset
(BNID), collected by us from the Internet, is made up of 9,986
online images with respect to the breaking news in recent years,
for example, “battle, major conference, economic crisis”. Due
to the convenience of the Internet, millions of news images are
uploaded everyday. It is necessary and meaningful for the gov-
ernment and the media to take control and make use of these
images. BNID has 77 different classes, where more than half
are abstract representations that are not directly related to ob-
jects (such as law, policy, G20), and the rest are the concrete
objects or events (such as politician, fighter). We sample 1,000
testing examples from all data, and the rest 8,986 examples are
for training.

To study the label dependencies of the above datasets, we
show the co-occurrence rate of the labels (in Fig. 6), i.e., the
proportion of one label appearing with another label simultane-
ously in the amount of the latter. We can see some labels have
strong correlations with other labels while others do not. How-
ever, one interesting observation is that in VOC and MS-COCO,
the correlations of “person” (the most colorful column) with all
other labels are very high. This means when faced with the label
“person”, the model can not well predict the next label because
it has strong correlations with nearly all the labels.
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Fig. 6. Visualization of label correlations on VOC, MS-COCO and BNID. The confusion matrix means the probability that one label appears with another one
at the same time. Obviously, the label correlations of VOC and MS-COCO are very dense, which means most labels can not decide which is the most related label
in different contexts. Moreover, the correlation of label “person” is stronger than other labels, which means when the first prediction is “person”, it is difficult to
decide which is the most related label.

TABLE I
COMPARISONS ON PASCAL VOC 2007

B. Baselines and Parameter Settings

The mainly comparative methods are CNN Multi-label,
CNN-RNN. CNN Multi-label is the direct method that ap-
plies CNN to Multi-label classification. CNN-RNN model has
two different categories, i.e., the inject and merge architectures.
The inject architecture injects the feature vector into the RNN
module, as well as the previous labels. The merge architecture
merges the output of RNN with the feature vector every step
before passing to the final output layer.

For the proposed method, we use VGG16 [6] as our back-bone
model of the encoder CNN. The featureconv are extracted
from the last convolutional layer and featuref c are extracted
from the last FC-4096 layer. The parameters of VGG16 are
pre-trained on ImageNet.

Moreover, we set both embedding size and the state size
of LSTM to be 512. A special start label and a special end
label are inserted into the prediction path. Every label has been
represented as a one-hot form, and the length is the size of the
vocabulary dictionary including the start and the end label. The
learning rates are 10−3 , 2 × 10−3 and 10−1 for the convolutional
layers, the first two fully-connected layers, and the later layers.
We take 60 epochs in total and decrease the learning rate to
one-tenth of the current rate every 20 epochs. The momentum
is 0.9 and the weight decay is 5 × 10−4 .

The order of labels is quite important, and different label
orders would make difference to the performance. In [37], the

authors argue label orders do affect results. Inspired by [37], our
proposed method produces two kinds of models, relying on two
different sequence ordering rules, i.e., the frequency rule and the
dependency rule. Here, the frequency rule reconstructs the mul-
tiple labels by the global statistical information, which means
order with high frequency always prior to the low-frequency
one, which is the same as the “frequent-first” in [37]. For ex-
ample, there are more “person”s than “car”s in Pascal VOC
2007 in statistic, so the labels “car” and ”person” should always
follow the order “person, car”. The dependency rule keeps the
first label in statistic too but sorts the rest of labels by their own
correlations, which is shown in Fig. 6. For example, if the most
relevant label to “person” is the label “car” when the predic-
tion contains more than three labels but including “person” and
“car”, the “car” should closely next to the “person”. We use
“Ours-frequency” and “Ours-dependency” to represent which
rule the proposed method follows, respectively.

C. Evaluation Metrics

We use the following metrics to evaluate the methods. ↓means
the lower the metric is, the better the performance is, while ↑ is
on the contrary.

� Precision (P@k): precision rate on top k;
� Recall (R@k): the recall rate on top k;
� F1-Score (F@k): the harmonic mean between precision

and recall on top k;
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TABLE II
COMPARISONS ON MS-COCO

TABLE III
COMPARISONS ON BNID

TABLE IV
ABLATION STUDIES ON PASCAL VOC 2007

� Hamming loss (H@k): the fraction of misclassified
instance-label pairs on top k;

� Accuracy (A@k): accuracy on top k;
� One error (1-err): how many times the top-ranked label is

not in the set of relevant labels of the example;
� Coverage (cov): how far, on average, we need to go down

the list of ranked labels in order to cover all the relevant
labels of the example;

� Rank loss (rloss): the average fraction of label pairs that
are reversely ordered for the particular example;

� Mean average precision (mAP): average precision is the
average fraction of labels ranked higher than a particular
label, and mAP is the mean average precision across all
labels.

D. Performance on Pascal VOC

We first evaluate our method on Pascal VOC 2007. We com-
pare our method with other start-of-the-art methods with mAP.
The results are shown in TABLE I, and our method achieves the
start-of-the-art performance. Besides the three baseline meth-
ods, we also compare with other popular methods including
I-FT [17], HCP-1000C/HCP-2000C [17] and CNN-RNN [36].
I-FT takes the similar idea with CNN Multi-label, and HCP-
1000C/HCP-2000C use pre-trained region information to guide
the fine-tuning of the model pre-trained on ImageNet 1000
classes or on additional classes. CNN-RNN is the similar to
CNN-RNN Inject and CNN-RNN Merge, but it also uses beam
search to improve the performance. We see that our method out-
performs these state-of-the-art methods. Our method achieves

Fig. 7. The changing tread of mAP scores during training on BNID.

85.6% mAP (with the frequency rule), while CNN-RNN is
only 84.0%, our CNN Multi-label is 84.7% and our CNN-RNN
Merge is 84.4%. Note that HCP-2000C gets 85.2%, which is
close to our results, because the method has quite good regions
and pre-trained model. Specifically, our methods (with the fre-
quency rule or the dependency rule) achieve the best Average
Precision (AP) Score on {plane, bike, chair, table, dog, motor,
person and tv}. Our attention mechanism takes not only the im-
age global information but also the attentive local information
to focus on the structural object classification. Hence we are
good at predicting smaller object such as cat, tv, etc.

E. Performance on MS-COCO

We also evaluate our model on MS-COCO. We can see the
results in TABLE II that our method with the frequency rule
is better than others in most evaluation metrics. With the fre-
quency rule, the mAP of our method is 64.72%, outperforming
the second place, i.e., CNN Multi-label, whose mAP is 63.94%.
However, the CNN-RNN-based methods have relatively low
performances. There might be two reasons, according to the
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Fig. 8. Visualization of our attentive images on BNID. We show the predictions and the relative attentive areas of images every 10 epochs.

Fig. 6: 1) The label “person” has high correlations with all other
labels, which may difficult to decide the next label when it is the
first predicted label. 2) In VOC and MS-COCO, the correlations
of every labels are very dense, which means it is difficult to
decide which is the most related label in various contexts. For
each label, the most related label is different, so the correlations

should be sparse enough to highlight the most related one. An-
other evidence to prove the confusing correlation of MS-COCO
is that when our model is trained with the dependency rule, the
performance can be worse (62.00%). The dependency rule has
less power on MS-COCO, because the dense correlations of the
dataset may lead to disorder, which hampers the predictions.
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Our overall architecture also takes a CNN-RNN framework, but
with our attention mechanism, the confusing label correlations
can be guided by the attentive area. Thus, our methods with both
rules are better than the CNN-RNN based methods. The model
also attend on regions, and combines the local information with
the label dependency. Therefore, our methods outperform the
CNN-based methods.

F. Performance on BNID

We compare the proposed method with start-of-the-art
methods on BNID dataset, and TABLE III reports the results.
BNID dataset is quite a complex dataset, including 77 different
classes in total. More than half of them are the abstract concepts,
which means for the traditional methods based on recognizing
the concrete objects are in little effect. Our method outperforms
them for almost all metrics, especially the mAP. By contrast,
CNN Multi-label is much weaker than other methods in all
the metrics. One possible reason is the image in BNID is too
complex, and it is difficult for CNN to describe the whole
features. Although CNN is good at analyzing the image with
only concrete objects, the ability of processing correlations
is weak. CNN-RNN Inject is able to learn some effective
correlations among labels, but it only makes use of the image
information at the begging of the LSTM. The rest recurrence of
the LSTM predict the label only by the label dependency, where
the image information is much weakened. CNN-RNN Merge is
superior to CNN Multi-label and CNN-RNN Inject but is worse
than the proposed method, since the proposed method joins the
useful attention mechanism and guides the model to predict the
next label. The mAP of our method can reach up to 53.48%.
As shown in Fig. 7, the mAP of our method converges fast to
51.88% after 10 epochs, while it is 45.19%, 45.72% and 50.2%
for CNN Multi-label, CNN-RNN Inject, and CNN-RNN Merge.
We find that in BNID, the proposed method is more powerful
in some material objects such as some persons, “fighter”, and
“train”. However, the performance is still good in many abstract
concepts, such as “peace”, “system”, and “independence”.
Although the attention mechanism cannot understand where to
focus when occurring the abstract concepts, it becomes much
defocusing to analyze the whole image, since the correlations
provide the alimentative information to the model while coming
across the abstract labels. We also see that when we replace the
frequency rule of the prediction path with the dependency rule,
the performance can be improved further.

G. Ablation Studies

To verify the effectiveness of global and local features, we
add ablation studies for four different situations on Pascal VOC
2007, i.e. 1) without global/local features; 2) with only local
features; 3) with only global features; 4) with global/local fea-
tures. The results are shown in TABLE IV. For fair, we set all
situations with same settings (including with the dependency
label order). Obviously, the proposed model is able to obtain
good enough result (85.2%) with only global features, which
means it is significant to remind RNN the information of the
original image at every step. We also find that using the local

features to compute image context can also improve the perfor-
mance, in other words, the attention mechanism is effective. Our
proposed model, combining with both global and local features,
achieves the best performance (85.6%), which means when do-
ing multi-label image classification with CNN-RNN structure,
the information of image from coarse to fine is all important.

H. Visualization of Attention

We visualize our attentive areas for the image by upsampling
the attention weights with a factor of 24 = 16 and applying
a Gaussian filter. In Fig. 8, we show the predictions and the
relative attentive areas of images every 10 epochs. We find that
for the abstract concepts such as “conference photo”, “G20”,
and “military exercise”, the attention mechanism pays more
attention to the whole image and the attentive areas is wide.
However, when occurring solid objects such as “cruise” and
“fighter”, the attentive area would be more concentrated. This
is very like the human thinking that people observe the global
image and consider the relationship in the image, when they
adjust whether one image belongs to an abstract concepts. We
also see that with the epoch goes, the attentive areas is adjusted
by themselves. The attention mechanism tries to involve exact
areas into the model, so that the areas is gradually close to the
real areas.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel attentive multi-label clas-
sification method. Our model uses a dynamic attention mecha-
nism, which generates attentive area to guide LSTM to predict
sequence labels. The results show our approach is superior to
other state-of-the-art methods. We also find that our approach
has quite better performance on predicting abstract representa-
tions, which has been validated on our BNID dataset.
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